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The work is devoted to the investigation of properties of water vapor. The main attention is focused 
on the physical nature of its effective polarizability and heat capacity at constant volume. We show 
that the specific temperature dependencies of these characteristics are mainly caused by thermal 
vibration excitations of water dimers. In connection with this we determine normal coordinates for 
the dimer vibrations. We investigate fluctuations of the dipole moments of dimers in details and 
consider their contributions to the dielectric permittivity of the water vapor. We also took into 
account the contribution of the interparticle interactions on the heat capacity. Analyzing the 
behavior of the effective polarizability and heat capacity we defined the temperature dependence of 
the dimer concentration on the coexistence vapor-liquid curve. The noticeable dimerization in the 
saturated water vapor takes place only for temperatures 8.0/ cTT  ( cT  is the critical temperature). 
It is important to note that the successful reproduction of the effective polarizability and heat 
capacity can serve good test for the correct description of the dimer concentration in different 
approaches.      
 
1. Introduction 
There are many works [1-9] devoted to the dimerization of water vapor. The authors 
use different methods to investigate: 1) the determination of the dimer concentration 
dc  with the help of the second virial coefficient [10-12]; 2) direct calculation [13-15], 
requiring the knowledge of spectra for vibration and rotational excitations of dimers 
and 3) the thermo-conductivity of water vapor. Unfortunately, the results differ 
essentially from each other.  
       From this follows that the analysis of new properties of water vapor can help us 
to choose the correct values of dc .We consider that such important properties like 1) 
effective polarizability per molecule and 2) the heat capacity per molecule at constant 
volume are among them. In connection with this we would like to note the following.  
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       The effective polarizabity of water molecules are determined by the standard 
equation: 
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where wn  and   are the numerical and mass density of a water vapor. Near the triple 
point the water vapor is practically non dimerized and its effective polarizabity is 
reduced to   
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where e  is the polarizability of electronic shell of water molecule and 
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the contribution caused by dipole moment of isolated water molecule. The analysis of 
the temperature dependence of eff  for saturated water vapor in [15] shows that 
beginning from 7.0t  we observe the essential deviations from (2). At that, the 
corresponding deviations increase with temperature. 
      It is clear that the general structure of eff  is complicated. If we ignore the thermal 
excitations of dimers, we will get: 
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  are the contributions to the effective polarizability caused 
by an electronic shell  and dipole moment of a dimer. Additionally, we took into 
account that the total number of monomers and dimers in water vapor satisfy the 
equation:   
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However, such modification of the effective polarizability leads to the slight 
improvement of agreement with experimental results for 7.0t . Therefore, the 
detailed consideration of the role of thermal excitations for dimers becomes the vital 
problem. 
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      The same problems also take place for temperature dependence of the heat 
capacity Vc  at constant volume for the water vapor. Up to 7.0t it is quite satisfactory 
described by the sum: 
                                                    )(6)( int tctcV  ,                                                (5) 
where )(int tc  is the contribution caused by the interaction between water monomers 
(the heat capacity is measured in units of the Boltzmann constant Bk ). However, the 
formula (5) becomes unsatisfactory for 7.0t . Here the careful account of thermal 
excitation of dimers is necessary again. 
      The main goal of this paper is the detail study of the thermal excitations for water 
dimers and their manifestations in the effective polarizability of water molecules and 
the heat capacity at constant volume. We will consider 1) the specificity of normal 
coordinates for dimer; 2) thermal fluctuations of the dipole moment for dimer; 3) the 
contribution of thermal excitations to the free energy; 4) the generalization of )(int tc  
for the ensemble of monomers and dimers and 5) their joint influence on the behavior 
of the effective polarizability of a molecule and the heat capacity of water vapor. We 
will also test in details the temperature dependence for the concentration dc  of 
dimers, obtained in [10-14].   
 
2. Normal coordinates for a water dimer vibrations 
 Two water molecules have 12 independent degrees of freedom (3 translational 
and 3 orientational ones per molecule). If these molecules form a dimer it is 
necessary 3 coordinates for the description of its center of mass and 3 angular 
variables for the description of its rotation as a whole. Thus, 6 degrees of freedom 
correspond to its vibration excitations.  
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Fig.1. A water dimer in the molecular system of coordinates: 1) 1С , 2С  and С  denote 
the centers of masses of molecules and dimer correspondingly; 2) )(2
)(
1 ,
ii HH  and )(iO , 
,2,1i  denote the positions of hydrogens and oxygens; 3) 21 , bb

 are bisectors of 
molecules, directed along their dipole moments.     
               
       The choice of normal coordinates for the description of dimer vibrations 
discussed in [16]. Here we briefly discuss this question since the evident form of 
normal coordinates used in our calculations.  The axes of the molecular coordinates 
system (MCS) are defined as: z -axis is directed along the line passing through the 
centers of mass of molecules  1С  and 2С (see Fig.1), the x axis lies in the plane 
formed by the bisectors of molecules in the equilibrium configuration of a dimer. We 
should take into account that vibrations of a dimer do not change 1) the impulse P

 
for the center of mass of an isolated dimer and 2) its angular moment M

. Further we 
put: 0,0  MP

. 
       Among the allowable following deviations of molecular coordinates from their 
equilibrium values are: 1) distance between points 1С  and 2С ; 2) polar angles 1  and 
2 ; 3) azimuth angles 1  and 2  as well as 3) rotation angles 1  and 2  around the 
bisectors.  
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      The first normal coordinate is connected with the distance between the centers of 
masses of molecules: rrN CC   211 . In this case: rz  2
1
1   and rz 
2
1
2  .   
      The angle variable  2N  will play the role of the second normal coordinate, if the 
angles 1  and 2  are connected with it by the relations:  1  and  22   , where 
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      The contributions to the kinetic energy caused by these normal coordinates are equal 
to: 
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        The third and fourth normal coordinates are connected with variations of angles 1  
and 2 .  Let 1
)1()1(
111
 yyy IM   be the increment of the momentum of impulse for the left 
molecule. In accordance with the requirement 0M

 it should be compensated by the 
rotation of the right molecule around the same axis 1y :
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variation of 2  . The analogous situation also takes place for rotations of the right 
molecule. Therefore these angular variables can be identified with two different normal 
coordinates: 2413 ,   NN .  The corresponding contributions to the kinetic energy 
are equal to:  
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        Because of the same causes the fifth and sixth normal coordinates can be identified 
with the rotation angles around the bisectors: 15  N  and 26  N . In this case: 
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         One can verify that the inertia moments entering to (6) – (9) take the following 
values: 
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Here m  is the hydrogen mass and 0r  is the distance between oxygen and hydrogen in 
a water molecule. Besides, we use below: mmw 18 , 98.22121  OOCC rr  Å, 213
1
0 CCrr  , 
0
1 44.2 , 
0
2 19.22  and 
0109 [17]. 
         Values of the coefficients 
1i
a are placed in the Table 1. 
 
3.  Mean-square fluctuations of the dipole moment for water dimer 
 
        It follows from the symmetry reasons that fluctuations of the dipole moment for 
a water dimer are only caused by excitations of the normal coordinates: 32 , NN   
and 4N . Let us consider consequently all these cases. 
        The increment of the dipole moment of a dimer corresponding to rotations of 
water molecules around z axis is equal to  
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and the components of 1d

 and 
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Taking into account that 21 N  , we get the following final result:   
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Analogously we get:  
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where  1)/( )2()1(3 1111  yyyy IIa , and  1)/(
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       The increment of 1  does not change the dipole moment of the left molecule. 
The compensating turn of the right molecule changes its dipole moment, however, 
this variation is negligibly small and we can ignore it. The analogous situation also 
takes place for the increment of 2 . 
       With good accuracy the average value of  2kN  can be estimated according to 
classic formula: 
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2  , 6,...,1k , are the frequencies for normal vibrations and 
krNN
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the elastic coefficients. In the more general case we can write: 
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  where the crossover function ,/),/( Bkkk kTTTf   is assumed 
to be similar to one determining the contribution of k th vibration mode to the heat 
capacity (see (35) in the Section 8). The behavior of )/( kTTf  for different vibration 
modes is presented in the Fig.2. 
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 Fig.2. Temperature dependencies of the crossover functions )/( kTTf  for different k . 
 
        Now let us define the effective polarizability d  generated by the vibrations of a 
water dimer: 
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In accordance with the above we find for it: 
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  is the electronic polarizability of a 
water monomer, i.e. the effective polarizability of a dimer is essentially more than its 
electronic one ( )()( 2 me
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to the effective polarizability (19) as well as other parameters are collected in the 
Table 1. 
 
 
Table 1. Dimensionless frequencies, inertia moments and their ratios as well as 
partial contributions to the effective polarizability 
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 1N  2N  3N  4N  5N  6N  
,k [18] 
3.52 2.28 6.97 2.97 10.64 2.71 
km   
1.449 2.025 0.602 1.326 1.327 
kN
a  
 
0.698 0.012 0.004 0.011 0.056 
kA
~
  
0.048 0.006 0.164 
  
 
The relative values of the fluctuation contributions to the dimer dipole moment for 
different temperatures are presented in Table 2.      
Table 2. The ratio  dd dd /
2 

  for different temperatures, calculated according to 
(19). 
          t  
0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 075 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 
dd dd /
2 

  
0.128 0.134 0.141 0.147 0.153 0.159 0.165 0.170 0.175 0.180 0.185 
 
As we can see the relative value of the dispersion for a dimer dipole moment does not 
exceed 8- 10% for all temperatures of liquid states. 
4. Dielectric permittivity of a dimerized water vapor 
The dielectric permittivity of a dimerized water vapor is determined by the 
expression [15,19]: 
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 ,  are the numerical concentrations of monomers and 
dimers in water vapor, satisfying the standard normalization condition: 
                                                    1 dm cc .                                                 (20) 
Using (19) we can write                
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Since the sum dm nn   is not the quantity controlled experimentally, it should be 
connected with the mass density   in accordance with (4).  As a result we get 
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      If the dimer concentration is small the formula (22) reduces to 
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5. Analysis of the dielectric permittivity of saturated water vapor 
Let us determine the effective polarizability of a water molecule processing the 
experimental data on dielectric permittivity of a saturated water vapor according to 
the formula: 
2
1
4
3



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

 weff
m
. The corresponding temperature dependence of )(teff  
is presented in Fig.3.  
                     
Fig.3. Temperature dependence of the effective polarizability for a water molecule: 
open rhombs correspond to saturated water vapor and dots – to liquid water.  
 
a) The effective polarizability and degree of dimerization outside the critical 
region  
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The behavior of the product teff ~ , where cTTt /  is the dimensionless temperature 
( cT  is the critical one) and 
3
21OOeffeff
r/~    is the dimensionless effective polarizability, 
is presented in Fig.4.  
                        
Fig.4. Temperature dependence of teff ~  in the temperature interval 83.043.0  t : 
triangles corresponds to experimental data,  the solid line fits them with the help of 
least-square method.  
 
As it follows from the Fig.4 the solid line is practically linear: 
4945.00585.0(~  ttt)eff  within the temperature interval: 83.043.0  t . The 
coefficient near t  
                                                   0585.0~ (t)eff                                                (24)     
is close to that for an isolated water molecule [1]: 055.0~ )( iseα . Equating (24) to the 
expression:  
                                       ...)(~~2~)(~)(~ )()()(  ttсt dmededmeeff  ,                  (25) 
following from (23), we conclude that the concentration of water dimers in a 
saturated water vapor within the temperature interval 83.043.0  t  does not exceed 
1% .  
      Note, that the small difference between (t)eff~  and  
)(is
e  for 83.043.0  t  can be 
naturally explained with the help of two particle contributions to the effective 
polarizability of a molecule [15].   
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      The contribution to )(~ teff , which is inverse proportional to t , should be identified 
with the combination of monomer and dimer dipole moments: 
                                              3
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In accordance with [15] the dipole moment of a dimer is equal to 22 2 md dd 

. Therefore 
we get Ddm 87.1  that practically coincides with the experimental value of dipole 
moment for a water monomer [1]. 
         Thus, the noticeable dimerization in saturated water vapor is only observed in 
the temperature interval 185.0  t  near the critical point. This conclusion is fully 
consistent with that in [20].  
 
b)  The effective polarizability of a water molecule in the vicinity of the critical point 
Values of the combination t(t)eff 
~  for 185.0  t are presented in the Fig.5. Here 
the scattering of points is essentially larger than beyond the range of critical 
fluctuations, although it does not exceed ~4%.        
 
 
Fig.5.The combination  t(t)eff 
~
 
vs. dimensionless temperature (solid line). The 
rhombuses correspond to experimental data for the dielectric permittivity from [21]. 
 
Values of the dimer concentration )(tcd  can be calculate according to the equation: 
                                    )()()()( ~~)(~)(~
)(1
1
)(~ me
d
edd
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e
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The numerical values of )(~ )( texceff for a water molecule in different temperature 
intervals are presented in the first line of the Table 1. The values of 639.0~ d  and 
577.0~ d  are calculated according to the definition (19) for different sets of 
frequencies from [18] and [16] correspondingly. In connection with this two series of 
values for )(tcd  calculated according to (26) are given. Since these values of )(tcd  are 
close further we will use the values of )(tcd from the second line. In fact, these values 
of )(tcd  are the averages on the corresponding interval of temperature. These values 
of )(tcd  are substituted to (27). The experimental and calculated values of the dipole 
combination  2
~
effd  are given in the fourth and fifth lines.  The difference between 
)(
~ 2 calcdeff  and (exp)
~ 2
effd  is connected with the scattering of experimental data for the 
dielectric permittivity of  water vapor reaching 4% (see Fig.5). 
  Table 3.  Comparative values of relevant parameters for different temperature 
intervals.                   
t  0.8-0.98 0.83-0.98 0.85-0.98 
)(~ )( texceff  0.078 0.081 0.126 
dc , [18] 0.045 0.052 0.160 
dc , [16] 0.051 0.060 0.180 
(exp)
~ 2
effd  0.479 0.475 0.433 
)(
~ 2 calcdeff  0.493 0.493 0.492 
    It is necessary to note that the concentrations of dimers, determined here from the 
analysis of dielectric permittivity, quite satisfactory agree with those obtained from 
the analysis of the temperature dependence for the second virial coefficient )(TB  for a 
water vapor in [22] (see Table 4). Note that the last values of )(tcd  are determined at 
some temperature, i.e. they are not averaged on temperature interval. Besides, our 
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definition of the dipole concentration  )(tcd  is connected with dx  from [22] by the 
formula: 
d
d
d
x
x
tc


2
)( .  
                                  Table 4. Values of )(tcd  according to [22].  
 
 
 
                      c) The effective polarizability of a molecule in liquid water 
         Let us compare the effective polarizabilities of a water molecule in saturated  
vapor and liquid state. In the last case the behavior of  t(t)eff ~  is presented in the 
Fig.6. 
                            
Fig.6. Temperature dependence of teff ~  for liquid branch of the coexistence  
         curve within the interval: )91.042.0( t . Circles correspond to  
         experimental data [21], the solid line is the tangent to the curve t(t)eff ~  at  
         the triple point: tan( ) 0.302 0.018eff gt t     . 
 
In order to interpret the behavior of eff
~  we can represent the effective 
polarizability in the view: 
t  0.89 0.94 0.96 
)(tcd  0.06 0.09 0.14 
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t
td
tt
effexc
effeff
3
)(
~
)(~)(~
2
)(  ,                                             (28) 
where ...)(~)(~ )(  tt d
exc
eff   is the contribution arising due to vibrational excitations of 
clusters and 
3
)(
)(
~
OOcB
eff
eff
rTk
td
td  .   
        Near the triple point the effective polarizability of a molecule tends to 
(exp) 0.302eff   and 0)(
~ (exp) tdeff . This value of 
(exp)~
eff  approximately corresponds to the half 
of dimensionless effective polarizability )(~ td  of a dimer. Since the effective dipole 
moment is practically equal to zero, we should conclude that 1) the observed value of 
the effective polarizability per molecule is generated by the set of dimers; 2) two 
neighboring dimers are in antiparallel states similar to those for tetramer; 3) three 
dimers can form hexamers similarly to that in hexagonal ice. In these and similar 
cases dipole moments are equal to zero. In liquid state water dimers are the most 
stable among all enumerated clusters, though all they are short-living. So, we assume 
that dielectric properties of liquid water can be considered as those for an ensemble 
of dimers. The first steps in this direction had been made in [23-26].    
     In accordance with this we expect that near the triple point ( 6.0t ):  
                                                     )(
2
1
)((exp) tt deff   .                                           (29) 
      For 6.0t  the situation becomes more complicated. The effective dipole moment 
per molecule )(tdeff  becomes different from zero. It is naturally explained by    
fluctuations of angle between two neighboring dimers (forming antiparallel states 
near the triple point). We want to devote a separate paper to this consideration.   
       
6.  The contribution of attractive forces to the heat-capacity of a water vapor 
In this Section the main attention is focused on the temperature dependence of the 
heat capacity of water vapor. Its behavior, corresponding to experimental data [27 
26], is presented in the Fig.7. The heat capacity is represented in dimensionless units: 
ABVQ NkCti /2)(  . These units we can interpret as the number Qi  of thermal degrees of 
freedom per molecule. Near the triple point 6Qi , that corresponds to 3 translational 
and 3 rotational degrees of freedom. If temperature increases the following 
contributions: 1) the interaction between particles; 2) dimerization of water molecules 
and 3) the excitation of dimer vibrations, influence on the behavior of the heat 
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capacity. The dimerization diminishes the number of particles so Qi  will decrease. 
However, the excitation of dimer vibrations will lead to the increase of the heat 
capacity. The formation of tetramers and multimers of higher order will lead to 
further changes of the heat capacity.  
        Let us consider all these contributions separately.  
        a) Influence of the intermolecular interaction on the temperature dependence of 
the heat capacity 
Following [28] the free energy of the dense enough vapor per molecule is determined 
by the expression: 
                                            )(),( TnTBfnTf id  +…,   
                            
         Fig.7. Temperature dependence of the number Qi  
of thermal degrees of freedom 
for saturated water vapor. 
where  
                                       dVrUTB a  )(exp12
1
)(  ,                                        (30) 
and )(rU a  is the averaged interparticle potential. The last is determined by the 
equation: 
                               )(exp),,(exp
1
21212
rUddrU a 
  

,                    (31) 
where ),,( 21 rU  is the bare potential of the interparticle interaction between water 
molecules of type SPC and the others ( 2,1,  id i  denote the elementary volumes 
corresponding to angular variables,   is the full volume for angular variables). This 
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definition of the averaged potential allows us to conserve the value of the 
configuration integral in two particle approximation:  
                        dVrUdVddrU a
V
   

)(exp1),,(exp1
1
21212
 . 
The heat capacity at constant volume is determined in the standard way and it is equal 
to 
                    

)()(2,6,)( (int))((int))( TBTTBnTccccTс idid  .                        
 
With suitable accuracy the averaged potential )(rU a  can be approximated by the 
Lennard-Jones potential. Then the heat capacity per molecule on the coexistence 
curve equals to: 
     
 


 

0
224])/1()/1[(4
2(int)
])/1()/1[()(
),/~(/~4)(~
3
2
)(
24
dxxxez
tttnktc
xxz
aaccB




                                       (32) 
where the dimensionless variables are determined according to: cTTt / , 
3)()(~ tntn cccc   and cBaa Tk/
~   . This expression for ),~((int) tnc  is correct until the 
concentration of dimers is negligibly small, i.e. for 83.042.0  t  [22].     
 
         b) Influence of the monomer-dimer and dimer-dimer interactions on the 
temperature dependence of the heat capacity 
The free energy of a dense enough water vapor consisting of monomers and not 
excited dimers is determined by the expression: 
                          ...)()(2)( 22  TBcTBccTBcTff dddmddmmmmid ,                (33) 
where 
                                dmkidVrUTB aikik ,,,)(exp1
2
1
)( )(    .      
All intermediate calculations are similar to those in the previous Section. So, the final 
contribution of interparticle interactions to the heat capacity per molecule takes the 
following form:         
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                           
 
  .,,,/~)/~4(
,)()()1(2)()1(
)(
13
2
)(
)(2)(3
22
2
(int)
dmdmjtt
tctcctc
m
t
c
k
tc
a
j
a
jjj
ddmdddmd
w
cc
d
B








     
It is assumed that the bare interaction between the water monomers is described by 
known potentials of the SPC-type. The averaged potentials are calculated by formula 
(31) and approximated by the Lennard-Jones potential. The corresponding values of 
its parameters )(~ am  and m  for water monomers are presented in the 
Table 5. 
 
Table 5. The values of  m  and  
)(~ a
m  for averaged potentials of different bare 
intermolecular potentials. 
  
 Am ,  
)(~ a
m  
SPС 2.62 2.95 
TIP3P 2.467 2.792 
TIP4P 2.476 2.624 
TIP5P 2.458 2.467 
MP
 
2.80 2.187 
      
We note that screening effects are only taken into account for the MP [ 29]. 
      The parameters of the Lennard-Jones potential corresponding to the dipole-dipole 
interaction of two dimers are determined in Appendix 1. The corresponding parameters 
for the averaged potentials describing the monomer-dimer interaction are determined 
by approximate formulas [30]: 
                )()()( ad
a
m
a
md    and )(
2
1
dmmd    .                                                      (34) 
The relation 
dw
dm
cm
nn



1
1
/
, following from (4), is also used.    
 
7. Vibration contribution to the heat capacity 
The vibration contribution to the free energy per water dimer is determined by the 
standard expression [28]: 
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                              
 

6
1 0
)( /exp,ln
k
N
n
k
nvibvibvib TEZZTF , 
where      
                                        )2/1()(0
)(  nE k
kk
n   , 
)(
0
k  is the ground state energy for thk   mode of a dimer, N is the maximal number 
of vibration levels in the potential well of the finite depth. Here we suppose that the 
potential well can be approximated by the parabola with satisfactory accuracy. The 
full number of thermal degrees of freedom equals to: 
                                             


6
1
)()( )(
1
)(
k
k
Q
d
d
Q ti
c
c
ti                                         (35) 
where 
                               
 
  22
2
)(
1/exp
/exp
)/(),/(2)(


tt
tt
t
t
TTfTTfti
k
kk
kk
k
Q
,               (36) 
ckk TTt /  and 
d
d
w
d
c
c
m
n


1/
 in accordance with (4). 
8. Analysis of different contributions to the heat capacity of a water vapor 
In this Section we consider consequently: 1) the contribution )()( ti mmQ  of monomer-
monomer interactions to the number of the thermal degrees of freedom for a water 
vapor; 2) the corrections )()( ti mdQ  and )(
)( ti ddQ  caused by monomer-dimer and dimer-
dimer interactions and 3) the contribution )()( tiQ
  caused by vibration modes of dimers. 
In order to compare the calculated values of  
                                 )()()()(6)( )()()()( tititititi Q
dd
Q
md
Q
mm
QQ
  
with experimental data we will use values of the molar dimer concentration )(tcd  
from [12] determined with the help of the second virial coefficient. 
                    a) The contribution )()( ti mmQ  of monomer-monomer interactions 
We start from the expression:  
                                                ...)(6)( )(  titi mmQQ , 
where 
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                                          .../~/~4)(~
3
2 )(2)()(  ttti am
a
mcc
mm
Q 

 
and  
w
mcc
cc
m
t
t
3)(
)(~

   . Note that numerical values of )(~ )( tam  and )(tm  for the SPC- 
potential, calculated in [22, 29, 31], are dependent on temperature (see Fig.8), though 
this effect becomes to be essential only in the narrow vicinity of the critical point.   
 
Fig.8. Temperature dependence of )(~ am  calculated in [29,31] for the averaged SPC-
potential (solid line) and MP (dotted line). 
The comparison with experimental data for these potentials are presented in the Fig.9.   
 
Fig.9. Temperature dependencies of the numbers of thermal degrees of freedom: open 
circles represent experimental data [27], the solid line corresponds to )()( ti mmQ  for the 
averaged SPC-potential, dashed line - to the averaged MP and the dotted line – to the 
experimental values of the second virial coefficient [32]. 
     Here, the behavior of the second virial coefficient is reproduced essentially better 
by the averaged MP, while the combination (31) of the first and second temperature 
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derivatives reproduces better the behavior of the heat capacity with the averaged 
SPC-potential. The last result is occasional, although the effective SPC-potential can 
partly reflect the contributions )()( ti mdQ  and )(
)( ti ddQ  of monomer-dimer  and  dimer-
dimer  interactions. The last are described by the formula (33). At that, some fine 
details in temperature dependences of )()( ti mdQ  and )(
)( ti ddQ  are connected with the 
temperature dependence of )(~ am  shown in the Fig.8. 
         The considerable deviation of  the dashed and dotted lines from the 
experimental circles for 6.0t  in the Fig.9 explicitly testifies about the important role 
of thermal excitations of dimers since the monomer-dimer and dimer-dimer 
interactions cannot influence on the heat capacity more than monomer-monomer 
interactions.  
 
b) Role of the dimer contributions  
In order to reproduce the temperature dependence of )(tiQ  we will use values of )(tcd   
determined in [22]. The corresponding results are presented in the Fig.10. 
 
  
 
                       
                 
                        
t
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Fig.10. Temperature dependencies of )(tiQ  in different approximations (experimental 
data are given by open circles): dotted line corresponds to 
)()()(6)( )()()( titititi ddQ
md
Q
mm
QQ  , solid line – )()()()(6)(
)()()()( tititititi Q
dd
Q
md
Q
mm
QQ
 . 
 
We see that the experimental data are reproduced with good accuracy up to 0.8. In 
this case, 1) the contributions caused by monomer-dimer and dimer-dimer 
interactions increase with temperatures and they achieve about 1% and 2) the 
contribution of dimer vibrations also increases with temperature and gives 
approximately 6% . The use of )(tcd  from other works [ 9,33,34] leads to the worse 
agreement between experimental and calculated data. The absence of the full 
agreement in the interval 95.08.0  t  can be explained by 1) the uncertainty in the 
determination of )(tcd  and 2) the necessity to take into account trimers and clusters of 
higher order [23, 35].  
  
                                      Discussion of the results obtained 
In the work we consider the physical nature of the effective polarizability per 
molecule and heat capacity for water vapor as well as their temperature dependencies. 
If we take into account the dimerization and the thermal excitations of dimers it 
allows us to reproduce the behavior of the effective polarizability and heat capacity 
with quite satisfactory accuracy. This circumstance is really very important because 
the experimental data for the heat capacity of water vapor are measured with high 
accuracy. From our point of view the reproduction of temperature dependencies for 
the effective polarizability and heat capacity for saturated water vapor is one of the 
best tests for different estimates of )(tcd . The values of )(tcd  in [22] were calculated 
with the help of experimental data from [32] for the second virial coefficient. This 
test allows us to conclude that they are close to optimal ones. The close results can be 
also obtained on the base of experimental material from [36] (Fig.11).  
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Fig.11. Temperature dependencies for )(txd  obtained in [22] with the help of 
experimental data [32, 36] for the second virial coefficient of the saturated water 
vapor. 
        Note, we do not use the notion of the H-bond. All properties of dimers are 
studied within the electrostatic representations. In particular, we describe fluctuations 
of dipole moment for a dimer as well as equilibrium parameters of the latter. The 
analogous situation also takes place for dimer vibrations. However, this question is 
not considered in our work, as we have used the known experimental values for 
vibration frequencies. We would like to stress that the behavior of the effective 
polarizability and heat capacity also have been investigated in [23, 31]. However, in 
[23, 31] we used the representations based on the H-bond vibrations. In this case, the 
consideration of many details was impossible. Though, if we use the assumption 
about the electrostatic nature of the H-bond [17,37-41], both these considerations will 
become qualitatively equivalent.     
       The generalization of our approach to liquid water is possible and it seems to us 
very important. In this case we face with a complex problem to describe correctly the 
clusterization in liquid water. However, our assumption about the possibility to model 
electrostatic properties of multimers with the help of a set of dimers allows us to 
construct the satisfactory picture of liquid water properties. Within this picture the 
important role will belong to the number of H-bonds per molecule, treated as 
electrostatic objects. Within similar picture the minimum of the heat capacity at 
constant pressure, observed in [42,43] near C036 , is reproduced satisfactorily. It is 
very important for the physics of alive. We plan to consider this question in a 
separate paper.       
 
 
 
Appendix 1. The Lennard-Jones potential to approximate optimally the behavior of 
the averaged potential for dipole-dipole interactions. 
     Let us consider this problem for the bare potential  2,1dd  of dipole-dipole 
interaction between water dimer. We start from the following definition of the 
averaged potential )(rUa  (details and designations see in [44]):  
                                      2,1exp
44
)(exp
4
2
4
1
21


 





dd
rU a                    (А1) 
The numerical values of )(rUa  calculated by (А1) for some set of point is presented in 
Fig.A1 (open circles). 
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Fig.12. The comparative behavior of the averaged potential )~()( rU dda  (open circles) 
which corresponds to dipole-dipole interaction of two dimers and the suitable 
Lennard-Jones potential (solid line).  
 
      In order to find the parameters cBTk/
~    and OOr/
~     for the suitable Lennard-
Jones potential:   
                                      





















6
~
~
~
~
~4)~(
rr
rU
n
LJ

    
where cBaa TkUU /
~
 , we suppose that 1) numerical values of na rrU
~)~(  are fitted by the 
combination  
                            brarrL nnn   666 ~~~4~~~4)~(  , 
considered as a linear function of  6~ nr  and 2) optimal value of n  correspond to that 
case for which points na rrU
~)~(   are maximally fitted to the line  brarL n  6~)~(   for 
all r~ . 
       The parameters ~  and ~  are connected with a  and b  by the relations: 
  )4/(~,)/(~ 2)6/(1 baab n   One can verify that the optimal value of n  for dipole-
dipole interaction equals to 12n . The parameters ~  and ~  takes the following 
values:  
                                                   61.0~   , 19.1~  .                                            
The degree of fitting brarL  6~)~(  to 12~)~( rrU a   is presented in the Fig.12. 
       It is necessary to note that 1) 12n  guarantees the similarity of potentials for 
water and argon and it leads to argon-like temperature dependencies of the specific 
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volume and evaporation heat for water [31] and 2) the parameters ~  and ~  are weak 
functions of temperature. 
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